Hard Rock, Cancun
By "Commodore" Camille Pepe Sperrazza
It's not too late to become a rock star!
There's a hot tub in your room; food and
drinks flow; and the exceptional staff at
the Hard Rock Cancun can't do enough
for you.
Welcome to the party that never ends.
If you can tear yourself away from the
most mesmerizing blue ocean and white
sand beach, you can actually star in a
professionally made video, lip-synching and
playing musical instruments to your favorite
rock song. This is no amateur karaoke
session. Professionals are brought to the
resort to take 45 minutes of close-ups and
long shots, featuring you - in costume rockin' to your favorite song, guitar and
mike in hand. About 28 days later, you'll
get a link to an expertly-edited video that
puts all your other vacation home movies
to shame.
There is no charge for this venture into stardom, and it's just one of several ways the Hard
Rock incorporates music into your vacation, differentiating itself from the competition.
Yet, if you simply want an all-inclusive beach getaway, you've come to the right place
because you can spend all day basking in the sunshine, in a setting that's gorgeous. There's
always chicken, steaks, burgers, fish, and more cooking on the outdoor grills; crisp pizza
prepared in the outdoor brick oven; bars and swim-up bars with top-shelf booze; tons of
guacamole, salsa, and colorful chips. You never have to move from that lounge chair because
the staff will bring it all to you. You don't even have to ask.
Don't miss: Fresh seafood ceviche, made to order, poolside, at 3 pm daily; the Margaritas
because they are only this good in Mexico; and any drink you can get that's served inside a
fresh pineapple. Don't forget to scoop the pineapple walls when the drink is gone - yummy!
In the evening, there are surprisingly good shows in the stadium-style open-air arena that
contains a stage and two large screens that show video clips. Smoke machines, special
lighting effects, a modern sound system, and enthusiastic performers get the crowd

pumped.
Dine at Italian, Mexican, Japanese and Brazilian restaurants. Or, enjoy the nightly outdoor
buffet, and eat under the stars, often serenaded by live music.
Day or night, party at the Smash Bar, surrounded by guitars that have christened Hard Rocks
round the globe, photos of legends, and lots of rock n roll memorabilia.
The resort is located in the heart of the Cancun hotel zone, about ten minutes from the
airport. If you want to leave the premises, a bus stops right in front, transporting you to
shopping centers, restaurants, and bars, for a $1 each way.
This is a family-friendly resort, so there are planned activities to keep little rockers busy, too.
Guests at Hard Rock receive up to $1800 in resort credits that can be used to book tours,
enjoy spa treatments, or to make purchases at certain gift shops. A 20 percent service fee
must be paid to the resort when using these credits.
Ready to book your vacation here? Contact "Commodore" Camille today.
This article was accurate when it was written, but everything in life changes. Enjoy the
journey!
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